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ABSTRACT
The presence of increased memory and computational power in imaging sensor networks attract researchers to exploit
image processing algorithms on distributed memory and computational power. In this paper, a typical perimeter is investigated with a number of sensors placed to form an image sensor network for the purpose of content based distributed image search. Image search algorithm is used to enable distributed content based image search within each sensor
node. The energy model is presented to calculate energy efficiency for various cases of image search and transmission.
The simulations are carried out based on consideration of continuous monitoring or event driven activity on the perimeter. The simulation setups consider distributed image processing on sensor nodes and results show that energy saving is
significant if search algorithms are embedded in image sensor nodes and image processing is distributed across sensor
nodes. The tradeoff between sensor life time, distributed image search and network deployed cost is also investigated.
Keywords: Image Sensor Networks; Image Identification in Sensor Network; Camera Sensor Networks; Distributed
Image Search

1. Introduction
Miniaturization in sensing and imaging technology has
resulted in cost-effective solutions in industry, environmental monitoring and security applications. The current
generation of low-power analog and digital electronics
and radio transceivers (as tiny devices) has individually
limited capabilities. But when they are deployed in a large
number, they can wirelessly form ad hoc sensor networks.
Such networks can be used effectively for various applications, such as object tracking, surveillance, environmental sensing and controlling, robotic applications,
situational awareness in support of decision making, etc.
The competitiveness in industrial market has caused a
large deployment of sensor systems to achieve efficient
production. Internet and newer smart technologies are
adding a rising edge to change and growth to industries,
cultures and businesses. According to a survey [1], the
usage of sensor network applications is diverse: security
applications 4%, industrial applications 3%, videoconferencing 5%, consumer and professional 37%, and office
tools 51%. The revenue from this market has grown exponentially from 500 million dollars in 1996 to 4 billion
dollars in 2008.
Monitoring applications usually involve deployment of
hundreds or thousands of sensors over a region where
some parameter such as pressure, sound, electromagnetic
field, vibration, etc. is to be detected and monitored. For
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

example, sensor networks can be used to track inventory
assets, monitor and control home or office temperature, or
other parameter in a perimeter. Each application has special requirements, which in turn determine the sensors’
size, type, method of deployment, and system configuration. Since the batteries of sensor nodes are difficult to be
replenished during the course of a mission, it is essential
for sensor networks to operate under energy-efficient
architectures and protocols. Another problem is with
volume of data traffic that increases if all sensor nodes
respond to a gateway, which initiates queries about specific monitored regions.
There is always a need to group sensors or create
zones of sensors in wide or close area systems to perform
specific task like detecting intrusions or events, etc. The
respective sensor deployment schemes are also dependent on the tasks assigned. Typically, image search algorithms within a zone of image sensors are based on centralized databases for image identification. As centralized
storage grows, so does the complexity of image identification. The centralized storage has its inherent limitations related to the complexity of image search once
images are received from image sensor nodes intermittently. In case images are to be backed up in a centralized
storage intermittently, it creates privacy concerns as well,
which makes this infrastructure less preferable.
Image search & identification algorithms exploiting
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smaller memories within image sensor nodes contain additional limitations like limited power supply, short communication range, high transmission failure rates, high
communication delay rates, limited amount of memory
and computational power. Thus, it may be said safely
that issues emanating from deployment of diversified
image sensors for different applications would be many.
The first and foremost is the size of the storage of corresponding image sensor node. As sensor storage increases
so is the local image identification complexity within that
image sensor. The complexity of local image search is
also affected by local battery power. In many cases, devices used for multimedia activities run out of battery
power very quickly. Thus, there is a tradeoff in power
consumption versus performance. Another issue is that
the volume of traffic emanating from this local sensor
node is expected to be high in absence of an efficient
search algorithm. This increases cost per transmission of
an image search result.
In this work, network traffic and processing cost caused
by transmission of an image from a sensor network to the
gateway is targeted. The concept of centralized storage
(database) is set aside; instead smaller databases within sensors are exploited to cause reduction in network traffic.
For this purpose, a sensor network based on distributed
image search is investigated to optimize energy savings.
Sensor network applications can be classified into four
classes based on the data delivery and communication
pattern between the sensors and the gateway station [2].
In the “continuous” model, sensor nodes periodically report to the observer about a physical parameter. The
second model is “event-driven”, where sensors send information only if an event of interest is detected. The
third model is “observer-initiated” in which the observer
sends an explicit request to specific sensors based upon
the occurrence of an event. This can be viewed as a prescheduled observer-initiated model. The fourth model is
called “hybrid” model where some or all of the above
three models coexist in the same network. In this work,
hybrid model (covering continuous, event-driven and
observer-initiated models) would be used to detect, identify and send images to the gateway based upon an image
query to image sensor network. Then energy efficiency is
analyzed in storing, processing and transmission of
images to the gateway.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work in literature. Section 3 discusses
image retrieval parameters, especially image search algorithm used in sensor network. Section 4 presents simulation setup, energy models and results. Section 5 concludes the work.

2. Related Work
In literature, a lot of research work about sensor netCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

works has been reported. For applications like airport
security, the authors in [3] propose a perimeter intrusion
detect systems (PIDS) using general packet radio service
(GPRS) and code division multiple access (CDMA)
dual-mode wireless sensor networks to deliver an optimal
data transmission service with auto Shutdown mechanism. Intrusion detection and response in wireless mobile
ad hoc networks is also investigated and surveyed in [4].
The authors in [4] argue that response schemes that are
distributed and collaborative are likely to succeed in detecting the anomalies in the network. In another work [5],
the authors realize the fact that the probability of detecting an intruder is a quality of service (QoS) parameter to
use it as a trade-off between the amount of resources that
a defender can muster and the QoS (in terms of probability of detection) that they get. The perimeter security of
general large facilities such as airports, seaports and rail
facilities has also been examined in [6], where the authors discuss a system architecture and design by using a
multi-sensor approach including ground surveillance radars and cameras, to detect, assess and track perimeter
incursions. The authors in [7] present the detection of an
intruder moving through a polygonal space using a probabilistic sensor tasking algorithm on example layouts in
which cameras sense the environment independently of
one another.
In order to achieve energy efficiency, the authors [8]
propose a two step distributed and energy efficient algorithm for collection of raw data in sensor networks by
exploiting spatial correlation to reduce the communication energy in sensor networks with highly correlated
data. In that, one sensor shares its raw data in the neighborhood and other sensors use this reference data to
compress their observations by representing them in the
form of mutual differences in order to minimize the number of reference transmissions, followed by minimizing
the size of mutual differences. In another effort [9], the
authors use an image transform and semi-reliable transmission to achieve energy conservation in order to provide a graceful tradeoff between the image quality and
the sensor nodes’ lifetime. The authors in [10] propose a
data collection method based on the analysis of surveillance data from sensors by dynamically partitioning sensors into clusters.
The sensor networks also inherit resource constraints
like battery life, etc. To overcome such problems, a lightweight security model has been proposed in [11], where
authors suggest that the model operates in the base station mode of sensor communication. A similar research
effort has been reported in [5] to study the amount of
money deployed for the security versus the quality of service trade-off for a family of structures. In another work
[12], target localization in visual sensor networks is
studied with respect to data rate and the directional sensIJCNS
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ing characteristics with limited field of view of cameras.
In this work, the non-occupied areas in the cone are identified and studied followed by generation of the so-called
certainty map of non-existence of targets. A full-view
coverage model using camera sensor networks is proposed in [13]. Using this model, the authors propose an
efficient method with a sufficient condition on the sensor
density for full-view coverage in a random uniform deployment in any given camera sensor network.
Various models for intrusion detection can also be integrated to increase efficiency. The author in [14] discusses
the integration of PIDS and different models of integration, and review prospects for increased use of standards
in PIDS integration. In another research work, robotics
has been integrated with security approaches to boost
detection of intrusions. For example in [15], the authors
argue that a system of robotic security platforms that
respond in an adaptive fashion to disturbances represents
a powerful new defensive tool to encounter various threats.
Similarly, the authors in [16] have investigated detection
of intrusions using a single robot that moves along the
rectangular perimeter.
Using sensors, the authors in [17] present architecture
of an intrusion detection application developed for border
and perimeter security over off-the-shelf low cost sensors.
Further, the authors claim developing algorithms for
power-optimal self-organization, reliable message delivery, and energy efficient monitoring mechanisms. The
real time analysis has been carried out in [18], where the
authors present real-time intrusion prevention system that
combines the merits of misbehavior-based and anomalybased detection.
For practical applications, the deployment of image
sensors is increasing on daily basis to implement costeffective solutions. Along with deployment, it carries
corresponding technological challenges. As an example,
image search within an image sensor network with a
centralized storage creates a serious network traffic problem. For example in [19], the authors investigate the
impact of increasing number of query words on a number
of image search engines like Google and Yahoo etc., and
determine that the information retrieval effectiveness of
image search engines decreases, when the number of
query words increases. In another work [20], the authors
combine novel statistical modeling techniques and the
Word Net ontology to offer new approach to image
search that uses automatic image tagging directly to perform image retrieval. For multimedia database search,
the authors in [21] investigate image representations/
kernels derived from probabilistic models of images class
and present a feature selection method to be used in reducing the dimensionality of the image representation.
In general, various strategies have been reported in literature to search images in distributed or centralized daCopyright © 2012 SciRes.
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tabases, but to the best of our knowledge approaches
targeting energy-efficiency based image search and processing to reduce network traffic has not been reported in
literature. In the following sections, such an environment
is investigated.

3. Image Retrieval
In this section, the image retrieval at gateway node is
investigated once sensors are placed within required perimeter for area monitoring. The important parameters in
image retrieval include image storage, pre-processing of
the image within a sensor, image search within a sensor
network, image transmission to the gateway, etc. These
are discussed as follows.

3.1. Image Storage and Processing
Image sensors typically have very low memories. Once
deployed in an environment, their memories fill up very
quickly based on sampling time set for image capture. In
order to estimate available free memory, assume sampling
time for the sensor is set at 1 picture/sec, and sensor node
contains maximum of 1150 pictures (each of size 176 ×
144 resolution). This means that the time it takes to fill up
a memory of a typical image is about T = 19 minutes and
10 seconds. In order to continue taking pictures and store
them subsequently, either image is to be deleted or overwritten, or to be transmitted to the gateway, or be compressed to create more space, etc. In case, it is decided to
create space in sensor memory, either of these options
results in energy usage overhead. In this work, a trade off
is investigated to optimize energy savings in sensor life
time. This is investigated in Section 4.

3.2. Image Search Algorithm
Image search requires matching of images or their representing features. In order to save energy of the sensor
nodes, some image representing features that require few
bytes of sensor storage, are to be used instead. The ScaleInvariant Feature Extraction Algorithm [22] is descriptive of the local region and may be used to generate continuous 128-dimensional feature vector by finding local
orientation histograms of the image. These feature vectors of 128-dimensional vector are still computationally
expensive to match. Instead, these features may be clustered hierarchically [23,24] for example, using K-means
clustering technique. These clusters may be termed as
QTerms, each occupying few bytes of the local sensor
memory. Thus, during image search these QTerms are
used to represent images for matching. These steps are
summarized in Figure 1.
In the sensor network environment, the gateway sends
query, for example in a habitat environment. The query
contains these QTerms already calculated offline at the
IJCNS
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from the gateway. The examples of the energy usage
include active camera vs. standby; active processor vs.
standby; active transmitter/receiver vs. standby, etc. Thus,
total energy consumed in a sensor node is a function of
energy consumed in camera, processor and communication with gateway, etc. Let us represent this consumed
energy from image acquisition to image transmission as
follows:

Image Capture

Feature Extraction

Indexed
QTerm

Energy in Sensor : Esensor  Ecam  E proc  Ecom

Figure 1. Energy-efficient image representation.

gateway, to be searched in local databases of the sensor
nodes. At sensors, image matching is done between these
QTerms and the ones representing the images, based on
scores. The weight may be calculated using the following
equation as [23,25,26]:
score   tf k idf k ,
k

where
idf k 

Total sum of images
df k

(1)

where tfk represents frequency of QTerm k in an image,
and dfk represents number of images in which QTerm k
occurs. The index k is over QTerms common to the query
and local database image and dfk represents the document
frequency of k. Thus, the image search proceeds in two
stages:
1) In the first round, image search is done by matching
only QTerms, and score calculated by each sensor node
is transmitted to the gateway. This score counts few
bytes.
2) In the second round, all of the scores received at the
gateway are globally ranked. The second query consists
of the top-m matches obtained through merging of these
local scores and is sent to appropriate sensor nodes. The
required “m” sensor nodes then transmit these images to
the gateway.
This way, instead of each sensor responding to the
query, only few sensors respond, reducing traffic on the
link between sensors and their gateway. This in turn, increases energy savings of those sensor nodes which do
not respond to the gateway in the second round.

3.3. Energy Savings Criteria
In this section, the objective to minimize energy consumed in retrieval of images from sensor nodes is highlighted. Since the life time of the wireless sensor node
with battery is very low, therefore once deployed, their
energy needs to be saved on various operational instances. These include minimization of energy usage on
image search and transmission of images at every query
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

(2)

where Ecam stands for energy consumed during image
acquisition and is dependent upon active/standby mode
of camera, image capture time, energy consumed in
switching from standby to active mode, etc.; and may be
written as:
Ecam  Ecam _ mode  Ecam _ time  Ecam _ switching

(3)

Eproc stands for energy consumed in the processor and
is dependent upon active/standby mode of the processor,
building QTerms, reading/writing the image, image search
using or without QTerms, switching between standby
and active mode, etc; and may be written as:
E proc  E proc _ mode  E proc _ QTerms  E proc _ srch
 E proc _ read / write  E proc _ switch

(4)

Ecom stands for energy consumed during communication between sensor node and gateway, and is dependent
upon communication mode, switching between transmission and reception (Tx/Rx), reception of the query, transmission of image/Qterm reply, etc; and may be written
as:
Ecom  Ecom _ mode  Ecom _ switching  Ecom _ query
 Ecom _ image / Qterm tx

(5)

The next logical step would be to explore minimizing
either of the variables in Equations (3)-(5) to increase life
time of the sensor. In other words, use of less number of
terms in either of the Equations (3)-(5) for calculating
total energy consumption in Equation (1) would help in
increasing the life time of the sensor network. This is
investigated further in simulations presented in the next
section.

4. Simulation Setup
A C program simulator is used to analyze and examine the
proposed approach that considers network traffic and the
energy consumption of image sensor nodes. Based on
coverage range of Imote2 image sensor nodes, a perimeter of size 8 m × 8 m is used with focus on monitoring
the center at 5 m distance from image sensor. Using the
geometry shown in Figure 2(a), a set of four image sensors is assumed, one at each corner of the perimeter.
Thus, a one hop network is assumed and that there is no
IJCNS
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communication between sensors themselves. The image
sensors have cameras with viewing angle of 62˚ in the
direction of center of the perimeter, as shown in Figure
2(b). The radio transmission speed is set to 250 kb/s and
the radio transmission range is set to 50 meters. These
values are taken from typical commercial products available in the market, and used here for simulation purposes. The sensors are provided initially with energy
amount of 200 Joules within a standard deviation of ±5%
to allow for variation in startup energy typically found in
sensors. The sensors’ memory has a capacity to store
1150 pictures within a standard deviation of ±10%. The
standard deviation accounts for heterogeneity of image
sensors and reflects variation in size of each image sensor memory. The simulation model considers pictures of
the perimeter taken at regular intervals or driven by an
event, such as motion.
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(a)
8m

8m

4.1. Energy Model
In our simulations, the energy model is based on real
sensor Imote2 hardware platform [27]. Sensors’ radio
spends energy in transmitting and receiving packets. The
simulation considers three kinds of packets; query packets received from the gateway requesting images with
specified parameters called Request-Query, image packets transmitted by sensors that have the required images
called Image-Packet, and transmitted image parameters
from image sensors called QTerm_Reply. We assume
that the packet length of the Request-Query received
from the gateway and the transmitted picture parameters
QTerm_Reply from the image sensor are of the same
length, which is 48 bits (6 bytes), while the length of the
transmitted image packet from the sensor is 202,752 bits.
Considering the radio transmission speed of Imote2,
which is 250 kb/s, the required time to send one QTerm_
Reply is (48 bits/250 kb/s) = 1.875 × 10−4 sec. The current consumption spent in sending this packet is 17.4 mA.
The energy consumed in sending the QTerm_Reply is
calculated as follows:
E  I V  t

(6)

where I is the consumed current, and V is the battery
voltage, and t is the time needed to send a packet. Therefore, by substituting the calculated packet time, the current obtained from the data sheet of the image sensor,
and assuming a new sensor battery with voltage of 3.6 V,
the energy expended in transmitting the QTerm_Reply is
1.1745 × 10−5 Joules. Similarly, the energy expended in
receiving Request-Query can be obtained using (6), but
instead using the current withdrawn in the receiving
mode as 19.7 mA. This calculates energy to be equal to
1.32975 × 10−5 Joules. Likewise, applying the same
method, the energy spent in transmitting the requested
image is 0.112752 Joules.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Part of perimeter; (b) Perimeter under investtigation.

On the other hand, the simulation also considers the
energy expended by the camera. The camera has two
modes; active and standby. Using the data sheet of the
camera, the active camera withdraws 40 mW of power,
while it spends 30 uW in the standby mode. The energy
consumption is calculated using the following equation:
E  Pt

(7)

where P is the consumed power and t is either the active
time of the camera or the standby time. Note that the
standby and active camera times are related to the sampling time as follows:
ts  tstandby  tactive
(8)
Assuming the sampling time as 100 msec, the capture
time (i.e., the active time) as 10 msec, then the standby
time is 90 msec. Using Equation (7), the energy consumed by an active camera is 4 × 10−4 Joules, whereas
the energy spent by a standby camera is 2.7 × 10−6. As a
summary, the parameters used in simulations based on
Imote2 platforms are summarized in Table 1.

4.2. Simulation and Analysis
The energy expended in the process of taking a picture,
processing, storing and sending it to the gateway may be
depicted as a flow graph shown in Figure 3. The simulations consider slight variations in this flow graph. Each
case is simulated, discussed and analyzed in this section.
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Figure 3. A flow graph for energy calculation in image retrieval from sensor network.
Table 1. Imote2 parameters used in simulations.
Radio transmission speed = 250 kb/s
Radio transmission range = 50 meters
Initial energy = 200 Joules with ±5%
Memory capacity = 1150 pictures ±10%
New battery voltage = 3.6 V
Active camera withdraws = 40 mW of power
Standby mode = 30 uW
PXA271 processor active = 192.3 mW
PXA271 processor inactive = 137 mW
Image capture (including sensing) = 0.04 J
Write in SD flash = 7.65 nJ/bit
Energy consumed in building Qterms = 0.04 J
Radio (CC2420) active = 46.39 uJ/bit
Current withdrawn in the receiving mode = 19.7 mA
Image search (for images without Qterms) = 0.52 J
Qterm query processing at sensor node = 0.01 J
Time spent for the node in switching (Rx/Tx) = 250 e−6 sec
Current consumption spent in QTerm_Reply = 17.4 mA
Read from SD flash = 5.32 nJ/bit

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

The Figure 3 includes a criterion to take a picture as an
input; and an optional block marked as “A” to be used as
a variation in simulations. The numbers marked in the
figure represent energy points, where energy is to be deducted for the actions performed by the sensors. A typical value of 80% image store is used by sensor boards
before deleting images to create space for storing a new
image.
First simulation setup: In this setup, three cases are
discussed each with slight variations in Figure 3. The
objective behind these variations is to examine impact of
image capture, storage, processing and transmission of
the images versus sensor life time.
Case 1: In this case, there are three different scenarios
each involves handling gateway query using Qterms
stored in the memory of the sensor node. In the first scenario, each image sensor takes pictures typically every
100 msec (sampling time), stores the picture, and waits to
receive a Request-Query from the gateway. Once the
IJCNS
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query is received as a broadcast, each sensor searches for
the requested image within its memory. If it is found,
then energy is deducted for receiving the gateway query,
searching the stored image, and sending it wirelessly to
the gateway. Our simulator uses a robust random number
generator that uniquely generates queries randomly from
the gateway and broadcast it to all the sensors.
The second scenario differs from the first scenario in
the criterion to capture the image. Here, the image sensor
takes pictures based on an event driven activity only.
Similar to the gateway queries, the event is simulated by
a random number generator, where the value of zero indicates no movement and the value of one indicates a
moving object within range of the image sensor.
The last scenario simulates the case where the image
sensor takes pictures typically every 100 msec and also
during an event driven activity. However, the time between any two picture capture is 100 msec. The results
are shown in Figure 4, where second case shows larger
sensor life. This energy savings is mainly due to standby
mode of camera as well as the processor when no event
takes place.
Case 2: In this case, there are four scenarios each of
which does not involve processing of the image for
building QTerms (i.e., the block marked as “A” in Figure 3 is not used). This also means that searching of the
image due to gateway query does not involve QTerms. In
the first scenario, each image sensor takes a picture at
fixed sampling time (say 100 msec), and then it sends
directly to the gateway without storing it. Thus, energies
for active and standby camera; and wireless transmission
are deducted.
The second scenario considers the event driven activity, where the image sensor only takes picture if movement is detected and without storing the image, it sends
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the image directly to the gateway. The major energy cost
is the direct transmission of the image to the gateway.
Note that in both setups, no query is generated by the
gateway. In the third scenario, each image sensor takes
pictures at fixed sampling time, stores the image, and
sends it on query. Thus, the energy is deducted for active
and standby camera, for memory storage, for receiving
query, for searching the image, and for sending the image
if found. The last scenario simulates image sensors that
take pictures only on an event driven activity, store the
image, and send it to the gateway on query. Similar to the
third scenario, the image is not processed for building
and storing QTerm tree. In this case, the energy is consumed only if an even driven activity takes place. Again,
the expected major energy cost is the direct transmission
of the image minus energy savings due to standby mode
of the camera. This increases network lifetime as the
active camera time is much less than the standby camera
time. The results are shown in Figure 5, where the second case shows longer sensor life cycle. Compared to
case 1, the scenarios in this case do not exploit energy
savings (due to QTerms) as QTerm search requires less
computational time and that the images are not sent when
there is no need at the gateway.
Case 3: In the third case, similar scenarios as in the
second case are considered but with a varying initial
energy and memory capacity to account for heterogeneous
image sensors. Thus, the initial energy ranges from 190
Joules to 210 Joules, while the storage capacity ranges
from 1035 stored pictures to 1265 stored pictures. The
results are shown in Figure 6, where the second scenario
shows longer sensor life cycle. The results of case 2 and
case 3 can be related statistically, as both consider the
similar energy costs. The results from first simulation
setup (Figures 4-6) suggest that building QTerm tree

Figure 4. Life time of each sensor for the 1st case.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 5. Life time of each sensor for the 2nd case.

Figure 6. Life time of each sensor for the 3rd case.

has significant impact in increasing the life time of the
sensor node in addition to increased standby mode of
camera and the processor. In next simulation setup,
QTerm based query is further investigated to yield additional energy savings.
Second simulation setup: In this setup, the objective is
to further investigate the increase in life time of the sensor nodes by exploiting second term “Eproc” and third
term “Ecom” in Equation (2). Specifically, the terms
Eproc_mode, Eproc_read/write, Eproc_srch, Eproc_switch in Equation (4)
and Ecom_switching, Ecom_query, Ecom-image/QTerm_tx in Equation (5)
are exploited to contribute to the further reduction in energy consumption of the sensor node. It will be shown
that this also results in increased memory space of the
sensor memory with a tradeoff in deployment cost. Here,
it is considered that sensors are grouped into sensor
zones marked as clusters. For example, four sensors belong to the same overlapping sensing range, and may
form a cluster, as shown in Figure 7. The variation in
center of viewing angle of each sensor node per cluster is
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

considered to be very small to ensure that all nodes within a cluster have nearly similar viewing angle. For simplicity, it is assumed that each corner of the perimeter has
same deployment geometry of four sensors. Since all
sensors within that cluster have similar viewing angle,
therefore it is more likely that all sensor nodes within
that cluster capture similar images. It seems, thus, wasteful for all four sensor nodes (for example) to store the
same image with slight orientation variations. If a mechanism is chosen (to be commonly adopted by each
sensor node in the cluster) where sensor nodes process
the image independently and then store 1/4 of the total
image size, then this may help each sensor node to increase available free storage capacity by four. Of course,
this processing of the image (resulting in 1/4 of the
image size) will consume further energy of the sensor,
but this is offset by many advantages. The processing
mechanism and resulting benefits are discussed below.
Image processing mechanism: The author in [28] proposed discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to decompose a
IJCNS
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Figure 7. Sensors placed for second simulation setup.

signal (i.e., image in our case) by passing them through
filters. Generally, the two-dimensional image is decomposed into n number of resolution levels, each with four
sub-bands (LL, HL, LH, HH), where L and H stand for
low-pass information and high-pass information. Mathematically, this decomposition may be described as follows [28]:
1

W  j0 , m, n  
W  j , m, n  

M 1 N 1

  f  x, y   j , m , n  x, y 
0

MN x  0 y  0
1 M 1 N 1

i

MN

(9)

  f  x, y  
x 0 y 0

i
j ,m,n

 x, y 

where f(x, y), φ(j0, m, n) and Wφ (j0, m, n) represent 2-D
image, wavelet used and wavelet transformed image
sub-band (LL) respectively. The Wi  j , m, n  represent
LH, HL, and HH sub-bands respectively, for different
values of i. The 2-D image can be reconstructed using the
following [28]:
f  x, y  


1
MN
1
MN
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within the same cluster capture the same picture and then
process it in order to store one of these four sub-bands.
Out of these four sensor nodes, one sensor will work as a
main node within that cluster. The functionality within a
cluster during capturing and storing a picture varies between main and other nodes, and is shown in Figure 8.
In fact, the role of the main node differs in many ways
from other sensor nodes, and is conceived to be based on
energy level of the sensor:
1) It stores LL sub band, while others store HL, LH,
and HH respectively;
2) During the first round of image search query from
the gateway, only main node within each cluster responds to the gateway after it conducts image search using QTerm and ranks it. This also means that QTerm is
developed using 1/4 of the total image size;
3) All sensors respond to the second round of query if
response during first round of query is selected by the
gateway.
There may be many ways to select the main node
within the cluster, but the one considered in this approach is like the following:
1) During initialization, the main node and other nodes
are selected randomly from the cluster (like LL = main;
HL = node 2; LH = node 3; HH = node 4);
2) The sensors participating in second round of query
recalculate remaining energy, and send it to the gateway
as part of the image transmission;
3) The gateway selects the node with highest energy as
main node and the one with lowest energy as node 4 and
updates its broadcast table. The remaining nodes in the
cluster are assigned randomly.
This way, the main node role is likely to change from
one sensor to another during intervals and thus the energy
level is balanced amongst all nodes within the cluster.

W  j0 , m, n   j ,m,n  x, y 
m

0

n



  Wi  j, m, n   ij , m,n  x, y 
i

j 0 m

(10)

n

In second simulation setup, the reconstruction of the
image from its sub bands is conceived to be done at the
gateway. There exist numerous methods like waveletbased multi-view fusion [29,30] that combines the complementary directional information from all available
views into a single volume. As gateway function analysis
is outside the scope of this paper, therefore it is not discussed further here. The analysis is restricted to energy
savings pertaining to sensor nodes only.
Typically, the LL sub-band contains low frequency
features (like shape, etc.) and is assigned higher priority
while HH contains high frequency features (like edges,
details, etc.) and is assigned lower priority. Each of these
is 1/4 of the original image. Thus, the sensor nodes
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Take a Picture
& Process it

Main Node?
Yes

No

Store Image band

Deduct energy for processing
and storing image

Store LL band image, Build
and Store QTerm Tree
Deduct energy for processing,
storing image and building QTree

Figure 8. Flow graph for cluster of nodes—for storing images only.
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Compared to the first simulation setup, this setup has
the following main differences:
1) In the first simulation setup, broadcast is used during first query, where as multicast (to only main nodes) is
used in the second simulation setup. Thus, only one sensor node responds to the first round of query;
2) Four times more sensors are required to be deployed
per same perimeter coverage;
3) The gateway responsibilities increase: a) group subbands to reconstruct original image; b) assigning responsibilities to nodes in each cluster.
The benefits of the second simulation setup can be accumulated as:
1) Less traffic on the network (during first round of
query);
2) Main node assignment based on energy level of the
sensor nodes results in more standby time for sensor
nodes that are not main node;
3) Storing only 1/4 of the actual image in sensor nodes
results in increase in storing capacity of the sensor node.
In turn, this decreases the number of image deletions per
sensor node at any given time, etc.
In order to stop the simulation, a criterion based on
remaining energy in any of the sensor nodes was used as
shown in Figure 3. The simulation results of this setup
are shown in Table 2. The Table 2 shows total images
taken and remaining energy in sensor nodes. It is evident
from results that leftover energy within sensor nodes
remains nearly balanced in each cluster.
In all of the simulations, it is clear that there is a
Table 2. Results of simulation setup.
Number of events = 591; Number of queries = 598

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Energy

Images

Camera 1

1.75

40

Camera 2

2.50

28

Camera 3

0.00

25

Camera 4

2.25

18

Camera 5

0.50

41

Camera 6

2.00

34

Camera 7

0.75

33

Camera 8

2.15

25

Camera 9

1.75

39

Camera 10

3.25

34

Camera 11

1.25

27

Camera 12

2.50

27

Camera 13

10.95

31

Camera 14

11.65

28

Camera 15

9.50

29

Camera 16

12.35

26
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tradeoff between transmission traffic on the network and
energy efficiency of image sensors. Clearly, if image
sensors have low memory and low computational power,
it may be better to transmit image(s) to the gateway
without processing them on the sensor node. But this
generates a lot of traffic on the network even when the
transmitted image is required by the gateway or not.
Such a scenario will also require the gateway to search
image in its entire centralized database. As discussed
before in Section 2, such an image search is usually of
higher complexity resulting in higher search time. On the
other hand, if sensor nodes have relatively higher memory and relatively more computational power, which is
normal in current product line, then it is advisable that
each sensor node performs local processing and transmits only when the gateway initiates image search query.
This network setup leads to reduced network traffic and
allows for higher network scalability. The results of both
simulation setups show that distributed image processing
and search gives increased sensor life time.

5. Conclusion
The network traffic and energy efficiency of image sensors have been analyzed with respect to a perimeter with
a typical size of 8 m × 8 m with image sensor nodes
placed on its corner for event based or continuous monitoring of the area. Three scenarios were considered to
send images to the gateway. Three key factors were identified in such monitoring: network traffic, energy efficiency, and number of sensors placed on the perimeter. It
was found out that tradeoff between sensor network traffic and energy efficiency is significant when the number
of sensor nodes increases to enable distributed image
processing and search.
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